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Electronics sector continues to grow sharply, but supply issues remain at large

Key findings

Output, new orders and employment all expand further...

...but supply issues restrict production, causing sharp rise in backlogs

Output price inflation hits survey high as cost pressures mount

The IHS Markit Global Electronics PMI™ is compiled from survey responses from purchasing managers in electronics manufacturers worldwide. The headline figure is the Purchasing Managers’ Index™ (PMI), a weighted average of indices tracking new orders, output, employment, suppliers’ delivery times and stocks of purchases. The PMI provides a single-figure snapshot of the underlying health of the electronics sector.

The headline seasonally adjusted PMI dipped marginally to 58.3 in October, down from 58.5 in September to signal the second-weakest improvement in the overall health of sector since February. Trends in output, new orders and employment all remained positive during October, although issues relating to supply chains, namely low stock levels at vendors and constrained transport capacities, weighed on demand and production. Consequently, intense cost pressures were recorded once again.

Global electronics manufacturers registered higher volumes of output during October. Where production growth was reported, many firms attributed this to stronger global demand conditions. The expansion was solid overall but eased marginally since September According to some firms, component shortages and delayed deliveries of inputs restrained production growth.

Latest survey data signalled a further expansion in the level of new orders received by global electronics producers. That said, after a stronger rise in September, the respective seasonally adjusted index resumed its downward trend and indicated the weakest rise in demand since February.

While rising sales to clients in the US, Europe and Asia supported new orders, material shortages reportedly weighed on demand. Workforce numbers at global electronics manufacturers

Comment

Commenting on the PMI data, Joe Hayes, Senior Economist at IHS Markit said:

“In comparison to what we were seeing between March and July, the latest survey data showed another relatively weak expansion in electronics output during October. Short supplies of raw materials and key components, constrained transport capacities and the resulting delivery delays are dampening growth in the sector quite considerably. The supply issues are also filtering through to demand as inadequate input stocks have a knock-on effect to client production schedules.

“Nevertheless, demand conditions still remain strong globally. Asia, Europe and the US were mentioned frequently by panel members as areas supporting new order growth in October. We also saw evidence of firms scaling up their businesses for growth, with employment rising sharply.

“However, the narrative for now remains firmly focused on the supply-related issues plaguing the sector. While also holding back production, they’re piling on huge pressure to prices. Output charges increased at the fastest rate in almost 24 years of data collection in October as input cost inflation accelerated.”
continued to rise in October. According to anecdotal evidence, extra staff were hired in line with growing order book volumes and the subsequent rise in production to satisfy this. Although the rate of jobs growth was the joint-weakest in eight months, it was still strong and well above its long-term average.

Latest survey data signalled a further sharp and accelerated increase in the level of outstanding work at global electronics producers. In fact, the rate of backlog accumulation was the strongest on record, surpassing the previous peaks seen in September and July.

Surveyed firms suggested that capacity pressures were intensified by a combination of higher order book levels and short supplies of key components and raw materials.

The seasonally adjusted Stocks of Finished Goods Index remained below the neutral 50.0 mark for a fifteenth successive month in October, signalling sustained inventory draw-downs at global electronics producers.

Due to inadequate levels of input supplies, some firms had to ship finished goods from their warehouses to fulfil orders.

Another steep increase in purchasing activity was registered during the latest survey period. The rate of expansion was sharp overall and led by firms in the Industrials sub-sector. Communications electronics producers also saw a similarly-steep rise, although growth was less marked at computing and consumer electronics manufacturers.

A number of firms purchased in bulk to protect against supply-chain issues and short stock levels at vendors in the future.

Adjusted for seasonality, the Suppliers’ Delivery Times Index remained below the 50.0 no-change mark by a considerable margin in October, signalling a further rapid deterioration in vendor performance. Insufficient stocks at suppliers, limited transport capacities and strong input demand placed supply chains under intense pressure, according to firms.

Latest survey data signalled a record month-on-month expansion in pre-production stock levels at global electronics manufacturers. Where inventories increased, many firms linked this to stock-building initiatives amid supply issues, as well as strong intakes of new orders.

Global electronics producers faced another substantial rise in the cost of inputs during October. The rate of inflation was the second-quickest since data were first collected in 1998, surpassed only by that seen in June. Transport bottlenecks and shortages of materials were the main cause of stronger cost pressures, according to survey respondents.

Prices charged by global electronics manufacturers increased at a survey-record rate during October, with the rate of inflation accelerating for a second successive month. Many businesses passed on higher costs to their clients through increased charges. Steep rates of output price inflation were seen across the four broad sub-sectors.
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Survey methodology
The IHS Markit Global Electronics PMI™ is compiled by IHS Markit from responses to questionnaires sent to purchasing managers in electronics manufacturers worldwide. The sample is selected from IHS Markit’s PMI survey panels in Austria, China, Czech Republic, Germany, France, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Taiwan, UK and the USA.

Survey responses are collected in the second half of each month and indicate the direction of change compared to the previous month. A diffusion index is calculated for each survey variable. The index is the sum of the percentage of ‘higher’ responses and half the percentage of ‘unchanged’ responses. The indices vary between 0 and 100, with a reading above 50 indicating an overall increase compared to the previous month, and below 50 an overall decrease. The indices are then seasonally adjusted.

Underlying survey data are not revised after publication, but seasonal adjustment factors may be revised from time to time as appropriate which will affect the seasonally adjusted data series.

For further information on the PMI survey methodology, please contact economics@ihsmarkit.com.
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